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Last year, “Campbell’s Condensed” compiled a massive list of your favorites

from several ‘90s TV shows with clues as to where they are now. This year,

it’s the 2000s turn. Read on for part one about everyone’s favorite train

wreck beach town, “The O.C.”

It started over ten years ago, and has been off the air for almost exactly six,

but that doesn’t stop people—or at least me—from wondering where they

ended up. Adam Brody claims Seth Cohen would be dead by now, but he,

just like many others, are alive and well. So, where exactly are they now?

Adam BrodyAdam Brody

Before “The O.C.,” Brody was scoring roles like High School Guy in

“American Pie 2” and Male Teen #1 in “The Ring.” He had other one-episode

roles with real names on shows like “Smallville” and “Judging Amy,” but I

think we all can agree “The O.C.” is what put him on the map.

Around the same time “The O.C.” started, Brody had a recurring role on

another 2000s teen show, “Gilmore Girls,” but he really grabbed pop culture

attention with a main role in the Brangelina action flick, “Mr. & Mrs. Smith”

in 2005. He scored a chick flick following the end of his namesake in 2007

with “In the Land of Women” and played the bad boy rocker in “Jennifer’s

Body” alongside Megan Fox and Amanda Seyfried in 2011. Most recently, he

rejoined Seyfried for a porn-filled “Lovelace” where she plays the title

character and he plays the sleaze she shares camera time with. Brody also

returned to his Cohen-y ways by embracing his dorky hipster tendencies

alongside Zooey Deschanel in “New Girl” this week. Besides an extensive list

of random TV shows he has been working on, Brody is now engaged to Blair

Waldorf—I mean Leighton Meester—after dating following a professional

relationship in 2011’s “The Oranges.” Talk about a sitcom swap. (It should

have been Summer.)

Mischa BartonMischa Barton

Marissa Cooper had it all. The guy, the popularity, a best friend–everything.

Her character’s main purpose in the show is essentially to ruin all of that,

which she does, then fixes, then ruins again, and then dies. This scenario

can also be applied to Mischa Barton’s career. She had everything: a

starring role on a TV show, good press and a bright career ahead of her, so

why is it no one has seen her in anything notable since 2006? Unless of

course you count the 2009 Lifetime original, “Homecoming,” Barton pretty

much disappeared post-Newport Beach. In 2007, she was arrested on

charges of driving under the influence and possessing marijuana, which

appears (unfortunately) to be the most notable thing she did following “The
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O.C.” She also appeared in a scandalous naked, raw meat photo shoot in

2011, but that’s more bizarre than breaking. Currently, Barton has 10

movies listed as in pre or post-production on her IMDb page.

Benjamin McKenzieBenjamin McKenzie

Ryan Atwood was just about as self-destructive as Marissa Cooper, which

made them a perfectly imperfect on-screen couple. In real life, both Barton

and Benjamin McKenzie’s careers appear to reflect the downward spiral of

their TV lives. Before “The O.C.,” McKenzie had two single episode roles in

“The District” and “JAG.” After “The O.C.,” his resumé doesn’t appear to be

much better. He scored two movies roles during the filming of “The O.C.”–

indie flick “Junebug” and Al Pacino driven “88 Minutes”—and a couple

shorts following it. His next starring role came in the cloak of TNT’s crime

drama “Southland” where he traded in the ribbed white tanks for a badge

as Officer Ben Sherman whom he has portrayed for the past four years.

Other than that, McKenzie’s personal life is just as low-profile as Atwood’s.

Seriously, go try to Google for something more scandalous than a paparazzi

photo of him on set working.

Rachel BilsonRachel Bilson

Unlike Barton and McKenzie, Bilson falls more in the Adam Brody range of

things with several notable roles (before and) after “The O.C.” Leading up to

her breaking role, Bilson had one-episode flings with “8 Simple Rules,”

“Buffy the Vampire Slayer” and “That ‘70s Show.” As she prepared to leave

Newport Beach forever, Bilson scored a starring role opposite “Scrubs’”

Zach Braff in “The Last Kiss” (2006). Since then, she has time traveled in

“Jumper” (2008), been the one who got away in “Waiting for Forever” (2010)

and been the bratty slut of a sister of “Parks and Recreations” Aubrey Plaza

in “The To Do List.”

Back in TV world, Bilson also scored a recurring (but very spread out role)

of Cindy on “How I Met Your Mother” between 2010 and this year. She also

appeared as herself in “Gossip Girl” opposite Brody’s now-fiancé Meester in

2012. Currently, Bilson holds the starring role as a New York turned

Alabamian doctor in the CW’s “Hart of Dixie.” Outside of her work role,

Bilson has only reportedly dated co-stars Brody and “Jumper’s” Hayden

Christensen. She built a reputation of being fashionable, which both helped

her by launching her own DKNY line and hurt her by making her a five-

time target of the infamous Bling Ring in May 2009. The latter of which

caused Bilson (and Barton) to speak out against the movie based on the

events that was released last year.
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